Hi-Tech Park Information Management System
The Business Journey
Bangladesh Hi-Tech Park Authority (BHTPA) has created an information
management system for assisting investors of BHTPA. It’s a business journey
for an investor. This system brings all relevant information about starting a
business under BHTPA and BHTPA itself as an agency and all its parks in one
place, arranged in a very user-friendly manner.
This software can assist an investor with learning the steps, every agency
involved in the steps and every document necessary for receiving a service. An
investor can get all the information at a glance from this system. The investors
can learn which things to do first and which documents to collect before
working on the next step. It tells the investor which documents to submit, how
much fee to pay, to which agency and even the physical location on the map.
Information on all the parks are presented here to help an investor choose just
by looking at the information presented here. This system can also connect an
interested investor to BHTPA officials for further clarification and assistance in
moving forward. This innovative software is the first of its kind in Bangladesh.
This software has been developed from the scratch, to meet the needs of
BHTPA. When hosted in a touchscreen computer display, this software takes an
investor through the journey from project registration to the production. A
digital signage hosting this system has been developed for placing in key
installations. We propose placing at least one such digital signage at all the
international airports and all hi-tech parks across the country. We believe that it
will help us attract both foreign and domestic investors to BHTPA.

The unique features of this software are as follows:
1. All information on Bangladesh Hi-Tech Park Authority
2. Touchscreen compatibility
3. Digital signage compatibility
4. Voice (English) guided exploration
5. Separate journey maps for foreign and domestic investors
6. Separate journey maps for established businesses and entrepreneurs
7. Steps arranged sequentially
8. Already contains 202 information pages. It’s scalable, can add more
information periodically
9. All type of investors like Foreign, Local and New Entrepreneur can see
their journey at a look.
10. All parks information are available in single platform.

This is the welcome screen for letting foreign
investors and domestic investors take different
journeys.

This screen is shown to new investors and
entrepreneurs who want to start a business under
BHTPA.

Established businesses see this screen. It does
not have the services that an established
business already have, e.g. TIN, BIN, Trade
License, Bank account, Company Registration.

For every service, name of the organization, the
list of documents, mode of service delivery,
applicable fees, delivery time and contact details
of the focal officer are mentioned.

All the hi-tech and IT parks under BHTPA with
brief descriptions and layouts. Each park has a
page like this in this system.

Information on all the benefits and incentives
offered by BHTPA are listed and explained in
details

.

All the information on BHTPA can be found
through this page. Investors can click on any of
the buttons and the relevant information page
opens.

